
Addi onal

Hours a er My last, and implied non-overt organizing symbolism begins coming in
from seas█ned manifestly-former Babylonian Kabbalist professionals.

‘Gosh!  That’s awful!  Let us get right on it, implemen ng a group-wide effort to
alert the rank and file personnel to how u erly scand█lous it is to use manifestly-
former [Is█s]’ iffy prevarica on non-overt mode.  They’re just awful, and
thoroughly vile!  Don’t worry, we’ll take care of the men█ce for You!  And we’ll use
it as something to offer You to gain Your ‘buy-in’ onto a counter-Divine Will basis
nobody wants!’

That’s effec vely like snapping to a en on and salu ng in an exaggerated parody,
then th█mbing ones’ n█se.  We’ve already established that while they’re s ll
manifestly implemen ng a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis their
efforts are effec vely irrelevant and less than useless.

As presented already, ‘it’s [thr██s] all the way down’.

Personnel appear to be familiar and comfortable with professional competence
being assessed in t█rms of who’s a ‘seasoned professional’ and experienced
enough to be able to glean the subtlest of non-overt dr█ s and propagate same,
‘over the he█ds’ of the less-experienced personnel and public generally.  That’s
incidental to upholding Divine Will and True Nature and typically a confl█ct of
interest with them.  Personally and professionally, this is about who else if anyone
can be relied upon to consistently Choose Divine Will and True Nature, and do so
on their own recognizance without direct and constant oversight.  Personnel
manifestly seem unfamiliar with that priori za on scheme, which values the trust
and [integr█ty] commensurate with the Choice for Divine Will and True Nature,
which is presumably why the organiza on has manifestly [expl█ded]
professionally along with so many of My ‘personal interest’ rel█ onships.  It’s all
nothing without trust, and that’s unavailable when people are s ll manifestly
Choosing a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis.

To save on the p█perw█rk here, if something like this manifestly recurs they can
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and presumably should ‘take it as read’ that it not only doesn’t represent My
interests, and that I already know that, but that it’s in direct confl█ct with them
and has been assessed as such.  Every manifest investment in a counter-Divine
Will, counter-True Nature basis is an investment in liability; another instance of
those ‘penalty symbols’ by their own Choice.  As that’s not an especially diff█cult
concept to ‘get’, we can reasonably assess that sort of professed incompetence as
insincere and thus manifestly ‘perf█rming below c█pacity’.  Not en rely dissimilar
to the concept presented by that [disab█lity] symbol, and how unc█lled-for here.

That personnel have manifestly become so unfamiliar with actually priori zing
Divine Will and True Nature comes as a rather uns█ ling confirma on of the
rou ne and systema c mispriori za on of the system as a whole and the invalid
basis on which they’re accustomed to being.  Result: More ‘disrespect’ due to
their Choice for a counter-Divine Will, counter-True Nature basis that’s an
[absurdity] in the first place.  It’s the Lot’s w█fe thing all over again, seemingly
endlessly.  But only seemingly.

- [J█nuary tw█nty-th█rd, tw█nty tw█nty-fo█r]
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